Multivariate statistical modeling: alternative approach to test evaluation, applied to counting reticulocytes by flow cytometry.
We present a statistical path analysis model for the evaluation of two tests in the absence of a "gold standard" method. This model is applied to the evaluation of flow-cytometric and visual reticulocyte counting by using as the comparison method a combination of three hematological measurements: hemoglobin concentration (HGB), mean cellular volume (MCV), and erythrocyte density width (EDW). We assumed that, in general, a higher reticulocyte count is associated with a lower HGB value and with greater values for MCV and EDW. Applying this assumption and the statistical model, we demonstrated that flow cytometry was superior to visual reticulocyte counting in the low-value range studied. The path analysis model is potentially applicable in other cases where two tests are to be compared, and when no gold standard is available.